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INQUEST : A field-based Summer School on Organisation Development,
Change and Leadership (ODCL) in Civil Society Organisations in India.
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“ The act of giving
		 will transform you.”
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About TISS
The Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) was
established in 1936 as the Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate
School of Social Work. In 1944, it was renamed as the
Tata Institute of Social Sciences. Since its inception,
the Vision of the TISS has been to be an institution
of excellence in higher education that continually
responds to changing social realities through the
development and application of knowledge, towards
creating a people-centered, ecologically sustainable
and just society that promotes and protects dignity,
equality, social justice and human rights for all.
In pursuance of its vision and guiding principles,
the Tata Institute of Social Sciences organises
teaching programmes to facilitate the development of
competent and committed professionals for practice,
research and teaching; undertakes research; develops
and disseminates knowledge; and reaches out to
the larger community through extension, at the local,
national, regional and international levels.
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CENTRE FOR SOCIAL AND
ORGANISATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Centre for Social and Organisational Leadership (C SOL)
at Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) is committed
to continuously advance the global and local thinking
and practice of Organisation Development, Change and
Leadership (ODCL). It recognizes the growing need
to nurture and prepare individuals to handle complex
challenges related to the change and development agenda
in organisations.
C SOL has been anchoring an Executive Post Graduate
Diploma course in OD and Change for experienced
professionals from diverse industries across India. In
addition, a full time Masters Programme in Organisation
Development, Change and Leadership will also be offered
from the Mumbai and Hyderabad campus - June 2018.
Apart from the formal curriculum, platforms such as odX,
virtual collaboration programmes, coaching and many
other activities have been created as student initiatives
at C SOL to spread greater awareness and continuous
learning for ODCL professionals for years to come.
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Centre for Social and Organisational Leadership,
Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) welcomes
applications for ‘INQUEST: A field-based Summer
School on Organization Development, Change and
Leadership (ODCL) in Civil Society Organisations’.
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About the Program
Globally, leaders of high impact institutions have expressed the
utmost importance of investing in capacity building within the
area of Organisation Development, Change and Leadership
(ODCL) so as to build stronger and more dynamic organisations.
Students and professionals across the sectors with knowledge of
their core interest areas have expressed a lacuna of knowledge
or skills in understanding and nurturing their own organisations
as well as being effective change agents.
Keeping this in mind, C SOL TISS proposes a four week
field-based summer school program which would develop
Organisation Development, Change and Leadership learning at
three levels: Self, Group and Organisations.
In the first two weeks, through a series of activity-based
learnings, participants will experience unfolding of the self in
multi-cultural diversified organisational settings, enhance their
ability to understand group and team processes, and learn to
diagnose organisational challenges as well as identify various
points of interventions to create change processes.
Over the next two weeks, the participants will be engaged
in field based experiential learning in pairs/groups within civil
society organisations. Equipped with activity-based learning
and exposed to detailed fieldwork frameworks, participants
will understand and diagnose the organisational challenges,
identify and empower change agents within the organisation
and suggest changes as well as possibilities for inter and intraorganisational collaborations.
Throughout the program, an important stress would be laid on
exploring, understanding and building appreciation for ‘Self’ as
an instrument of change.
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Objectives:
The overall objective of the program is to equip the participants with a
thorough experiential understanding of Organisation Development and
Change Leadership and change diagnostics, conceptualizations and
interventions driven through both conceptual and real-life pragmatic
assignments within Civil Society Organisations in India.
The specific Objectives are as follows:

• To make participants understand and appreciate the field of
Organisation Development, Change and Leadership, as well as
to establish internal consistency across several layers of their
conceptual, methodological, practical, contextual and organizational
understanding
• To present pragmatic avenue for students to apply their learnings
(diagnostics assessments and development, implementation and
management of change interventions) about aiding effective
organizational processes in development programmes
• To facilitate sharing of learning so as to build an action plan for 		
possible collaborations
• To identify and develop social and business social enterprise/s 			
leadership styles, approaches and methods by learning about 			
environment and culture; being more adaptive in influencing 			
the right incumbent; developing an ability to lead from any 			
position in the civil society organisations and creating 			
enterprise wide solutions that provide great value for the 				
organisations and public
• To visualize the relevance and application in own home contexts
of participants as well as the action implications
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Programme Structure
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Workshop Mode Learning
Field-Based Organizational Learning

Week 4

Week 3

W-1&2

This 3 week programme focuses in two ways learnings
which is mentioned below:
Theoretical underpinnings around organizational
development, change and leadership; Diagnostics
and Interventions (Organization, market,
development, behavior, leadership, change,
systems, people and innovations)

Groups & Team Processes
Systemic dynamics
Inter-Organizational Dynamics

Organizational context, History and Offerings
Structures, People and Processes
Organisational Challenges – Diagnosis
Feeding Back the Data
Action Planning
Implementation
Evaluation
Creating Internal Change Agents
Consolidation
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Organisational Development Model
The Context of Organization
Development / Leader Development

Organizational

System Thinking
& Inter-organisation
Linkages

Group

Teams/ Collaborations

Self

Experience/
Reflections
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Takeaways for participants
of the summer schoool programme
1. Recognize self as an instrument of change in an
organisational setting
2. Learn and implement core ODCL concepts in civil
society organizations using research, facilitation
and analytical skills
3. Auditing systems and processes of civil society
organizations using ODCL tools
4. 4 weeks experience will be converted into case
study and will be published in the best journals
5. Exposure to field reality through ODCL perspective
6. Exposure to multiple perspectives from social
sector-academia-corporate linkages
7. Attaining proficiency in ODCL discipline with aid of
OD consultants
8. Unfolding existing institutions to bring change for
new institutional development
9. International and Indian participants will collaborate
to create new ODCL space that promotes
innovation around products, processes and people
10. Synergistic platform for cross cultural learning
11. Platform to network with key people in India
12. Future career prospects in social sector-academiacorporates in India
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four week Summer School Program
DAY 1

DAY 2

Collaborations
(groups & team
processes)

Self-Reflection

Sel-Reflection

DAY 12

DAY 11

DAY 10

Organisational
Diagnosis and
Interventions

Organisational
Diagnosis and
Interventions

Organisational
Diagnosis and
Interventions

DAY 13

DAY 14

Facilitation
Process and
Practice

Case Study
Writing
Workshop

MISS
TISS
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DAY 3

DAY 15

Understanding
Organisations
(Context, History
& Offerings)

DAY 25
Consolidations &
Presentations
Farewell!!
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DAY 4

DAY 5

DAY 6

Research
Methodology

Research
Methodology

Organisation
(Systemic and
Inter)

DAY 9

DAY 8

Organisational
Change and
Leadership

DAY 16

Understanding
Organisations
(Structures, People
& Processes)

DAY 23 & 24
Implementing
Interventions (If
Possible)

DAY 7

Organisational
Change and
Leadership

Organisation
(systemic and Inter)

DAY 17, 18 & 19
Understanding
Organisational
Challenges

DAY 20, 21 & 22
Identifying
Interventions
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Resource Persons:
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Mr Vijay Padaki

Dr. P Vijayakumar

Mr. Vijay Padaki is a theatre
educator, actor, director, trainer,
writer, designer and administrator,
including two stints each as
Secretary and President of ‘Little
Theatre Foundation’. Mr. Vijay
has also been a management
professional for over forty
five years. He is the FounderDirector of The P&P Group, a
management resource centre
that has programmes of research,
consulting and training in the areas
of Organization and Institutional
Development. A good part of The
P&P Group’s work is devoted to the
effectiveness of large development
programmes. Recently, the Ministry
of Culture invited Mr. Vijay to initiate
a programme of Arts and Heritage
Management in India. He has written
over 40 original plays. In addition,
he has adapted or translated several
other play scripts. In 1993, Vijay won
the award for the best contemporary
play script instituted by ‘The Hindu’
for the play Credit Titles.

Chairperson, Centre for Social
and Organisational Leadership
(C SOL), TISS
His research interests are focused
on the reconceptualisation of
the contemporary organisational
space with a special focus on
(a) Strategising, (b) Organisation
Development and Change and (c)
Leadership and innovation. He takes
a distinctive research approach
where the emphasis is on both micro
and macro aspects of organisations.
Also, he argues for a practice
perspective with a focus on
collaboration to foster the linkage
between micro and macro
organizational aspects and to provide
a dynamic view of organisational
phenomena.
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Dr. Joseph George Anjilvelil

Rajasekhar Kaza

Partner, Workplace Catalysts
LLP & Consultant at Harrison
Assessments India

HR Director, Amazon

Appreciative of Career
Development, Training &
Development and Organization
Development processes,
Joseph enjoys integrating these
three streams creatively and
yet practically. His expertise is
based on line, staff & consulting
experiences spanning 2 decades.
Joseph’s methods have been
based on research in the
behavioral sciences, which helped
him navigate challenging business
environments.

His interest areas include
ODCL, Workplace Values,
Organization Culture,
Leadership, Learning,
Diversity and Inclusion, Career
Management and Multigenerational workforce in
Indian Organizations.
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Resource Persons:

Mathew Kuruvilla
Coach & Organization
Development Consultant
Coach and HR leader
with significant experience
in enabling individuals,
teams and organizations
in the banking, technology,
pharmaceuticals and
management consulting
domains. Have successfully
partnered with business
and HR with respect
to strategy, leadership
development, organization
design; performance, talent,
succession and change
management; employee
engagement and regulatory
compliance.
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Ms. Maggie Paul
Ms. Maggie is an Assistant
Professor at Centre for Social
and Organisational Leadership at
Tata Institute of Social Sciences,
Mumbai. She has over 6 years
of work experience with the
development sector in India and
is a recipient of the Dalai Lama
Fellowship. Her research interests
include transnational migration and
migrant citizenship practices in
urban spaces; religion, caste and
political subjectivities in the urban
historical context; environment
and development in the context
of sustainable cities, gender
and livelihoods; social theory;
methodology in social sciences;
educational philosophy and
pedagogical innovations. She is also
specialized in the area of Art and OD
and a course in the same arena for
Master’s Program. Her papers have
been selected for presentation in
University of Gottingen, ZEF-Bonn,
University of Gothenburg, University
of Copenhagen and University
Paris Diderot, in addition to several
national conferences in India.
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Dr. Aman Borkar
Aman is an Assistant Professor at
Centre for Social and Organisational
Leadership at Tata Institute of
Social Sciences, Mumbai. He has
over 12 year of work experience
in Corporate, Social Sector,
Academia and Research. He is a
recipient of Max Planck Institute
Fellowship and Indian Council of
Social Science Research Fellowship
during his M.Phil-PhD integrated
program. He has published articles
on Employment in Organised
and Unorganised Sector; Work
Environment; and forthcoming
on Forestry, Community Nature
Conservancy and Human-Wildlife
Conflict. His research interests
includes Ecological Economics,
Organization Development, Labour
Relations, Change Management,
Institutional Economics, Livelihoods,
Protected Areas, Conservation and
studies on Ecosystem Services.
He is also a Program Director of
Winter School on Organisation
Development for Social Sector
Organisations in India.
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Sectors of Interest:
Participants will be placed in sectors of their interest for two
weeks to diagnose and propose interventions in civil society
organisations from ODCL Perspective.
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EDUCATION

HEALTH

DISABILITY

CHILDREN

GENDER

ENVIRONMENT
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Why CSOL, TISS?

Renowned for

excellence in
academic, research
and practice

Promotes work that is
transformative in nature,

redefined and
challenged the status
has

quo and has established
a new standard

A keen eye for not what

is, but what can be, is what
we look through and defining
the prospects of the future of
work, of organisations and
societies at large
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Think Tank

of ODCL and Change
Management in India

We believe in going
beyond the self to make

meaningful impact

and hence work that impacts
lives at grass roots level is
valuable to us

We value the richness
of the ancient Eastern
philosophy and

strive to learn

from the relevance of
its teachings
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LEARN

EXPERIENCE

CONTRIBUTE

CSOL Highlights

Executive
PGD in OD &
Change

130 +
Participants

Upcoming M.A.
Programme
in Organisation
Development, Change
and Leadership

3 cities

odX

LEARN

UNLEARN

RELEARN
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Program Details (Admission And Financial)
Programme Period:

1st May 2018 - 30th May 2018

Duration: 			

4 Weeks

Minimum Eligibility:
Students/ Working professionals who have
completed or completing their graduation in the fields of Business Studies;
Engineering; Economics; International Development; Organisational
Development; Science; Social Sciences; Social Work; NGO Management;
Psychology; Liberal Arts; Finance; Information Technology; Literature and
Language; Entrepreneurship and related discipline or people with relevant
experience from the development sector can apply.
Students pursuing Master’s Degree/ M.Phil/ Ph.D can also apply.
Few seats are reserved for Working Professionals from CSR areas.
Awards of Credits:

4 credits @ 1 credit for 1 week.

				
				
				

Participants will receive a Credit or Grade 				
Certificate on completion of program which can 		
be used for credit transfer at the home university.

No. of Seats:		

Limited to 30 participants only 				

Total Cost: 			
Rs. 90,700 for On-campus and (in addition, travel
				
would have to be borne by participants or their 		
				sponsors).
Application: 		
Interested candidates may visit our website
				www.odclschool.tiss.edu and complete the 		
registration and application process online by
submitting their detailed information, statement of
purpose and passport copy.
Application Deadline:
25th Mar 2018

Last date of Registration

30th Mar 2018
Shorlisted candidates will be informed via
			registered Email-Ids
05th Apr 2018
Last Date for Online Payment Process through
			TISS website
Note : We will provide necessary documents to facilitate VISA process
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Other Information:
				
				

Kindly note on-campus accommodation is
available on twin sharing basis and the other 		
arrangements will be made as per the schedule.

For any programme
Contact us at odclschool@gmail.com or you may
specific enquiries:
contact–Dr. Aman Borkar (aman.borkar@tiss.edu)
				Phone: +91 - 22 - 2552 - 5833/ +91-9967818558

Fee Payment / BANK Details for Wire Transfer:
Beneficiary Name

: 		

Tata Institute of Social Sciences

Beneficiary Address : 		
			

Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Post Box
No.8313, Deonar, Mumbai 400 088

Account No.

: 		

1043773643

IFSC/RTGS No.

: 		

CBIN0281725

Swift No.

: 		

CBININBBOSB

Branch Code

: 		

0281725

Type of Bank Account :

Current

Bank Name

Central Bank of India

: 		

Bank Address
: 		
			

Central Bank of India, V.N. Purav Marg, 		
Deonar, Mumbai 400088

Email ID

bmmumn1725@centralbank.co.in

: 		
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